
MODULE 1

HOMEPLAYPreparation



Bravo You!
for the courage to go deeper in your amazing transformation journey.

Your being in the world, aware, awake and committed to personal growth
exponentially raises the vibe and brightens the Light for us all.

Your inspired, authentic and purposeful life is unfolding in miraculous ways
and your presence models hope and possibility for everyone you meet.

You may not even recognize yourself next year!

OVERVIEW... BEFORE WE BEGIN

IN this document you will find your instructions of how to prepare for this
course, introducing the next layer of learning, and more ways to deepen the
self-transformation and wisdom that you began in Personal Mastery.

Since it’s the first module and you are essentially re-entering the classroom,
your mindset may need a few minutes to re-calibrate after the break.
This is why you’re not expected to jump in with partners right away, only to
get to know the thought processes as you broaden the scope of your learning.

Remember the main concepts are delivered over the 7 initial weeks, and
then each month following that there will be a new Homeplay assignment,
and a monthly call with me and Doug added
– all to continue to help you deepen your self-awareness, to learn how to
include a broader world and others into the equation, and ignite even more
of your magic to share with the world.

Introduction
WELCOME TO THE FIRST MODULE  

OF SHARED WISDOM!
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Because we are eventually adding others to the mix (partners) in this course
it’s so important to remain as neutral as you can, and always in the Observer
position using your favorite Oracle School mantra “that’s interesting!”

I guarantee you will be saying it A LOT. (smiley face)

Remember the transpersonal story- the one about the themes, and the
energy of our stories, is the most exciting and interesting one as we learn to
track the threads of energy that you weave into the fabric of your reality!

It’s all about recognition, insight, course correction, celebration, integration,
and deliberate co-creation!

Also keep in mind that change that lasts usually needs to integrate within
you incrementally. So just allow your process to be organic. You may indeed
have big epiphanies that hit you with a bang! But give yourself time for the
processing and integration. It’s very likely you will look back and be amazed
at your past thinking as it’s replaced with a more powerful and deeper
understanding of your place and relationship within the Conscious Universe.

Your oracle cards are your wise guides on this journey. Trust them to show you 
where you need to look deeper, confirm what you already know, and
surprise you as you move beyond your limitations and discover even more
magic is possible for you than ever before.

There are videos for each module to watch that cover most of the topics
covered in brief.

The real learning happens at home, in your journal, with your partners, and
most importantly in the Shared Wisdom classroom.
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The Guidebook will sometimes, and often speak directly to your situation
in a way that it feels close to literal accuracy.

This is not what you should expect however, once you make your connection  
to the Spirit of the deck.

Remember, although the lexicon or communication structure through which you 
receive information, the emotional and psychological architecture of the oracle is 
meant to be limited, structured yet fluid.

Once you connect over time you will notice a way in which you begin to tune into a 
bigger library of information that widens the potentials and you begin to see a more 
intimate dialog between the oracle, you, your Soul, and the Conscious Universe, or 
Spirit from which you are made and are a part of. This is the Oracle of the Cards 
sharing its wisdom with you. And this is where the shared wisdom begins.

Let yourself color “ outside the lines” drawn by the oracle cards and see
what else arises within you while you do your own reflecting as well as
when you work with partners.

Learning Points
Learning Points for Module One (that will continue to evolve  

through the entire program)

TRANSLATING THE WISDOM OF THE CARDS
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Search within you, open your heart, and 
move beyond intellect and direct memory 
and enter a new portal of awareness that 
is directly connected to your intuition.

This is something you have to experience. 
You are learning to trust yourself inquiring 
through the Observer Self rather than the 
personal self.

Your  
Question  
now becomes: 

“what else could this oracle  
   be showing me?”
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There is a subtle but important difference between “ giving” or “doing” a
reading with oracle cards, and “sharing wisdom” with another person.

The first way, the person “reading” for the other person is in an active role
and the other person generally is passive. There is always an assumption and
expectation that the “reader” knows more than the person getting “read”.
There is generally a sense of an imbalance of power.

There is nothing wrong with this style of doing a reading, but the reader is
meant to be distinct from the person receiving the information.

IN this course you’re learning a different style of communicating. Not just
with another person but also as an active partner with Spirit, as a translator
of what the oracle suggests, and then what you may intuitively tune into too.

We acknowledge the importance of both people in the dialogue not just one.
Both people are learning and sharing as the transpersonal story arises as a
way for the deeper and higher learning. This keeps everyone in the Spirit
zone and out of the limitations and perceptions of the small self.

This makes sharing wisdom a conversation that is sacred, magical  
and meaningful.

With your trusted oracle cards as your connection to a higher dimension of
consciousness and insight, you will never make small talk again!

Difference
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN READING VS.  

SHARING WISDOM
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How does it feel to be the one giving a reading? (active role) (if 
you’ve never done it sit in a chair and pretend to do it, use  
your imagination)

How does it feel to be the passive recipient of someone telling 
you what they see in a reading?

How does it feel when you are in a mutual conversation with 
someone sharing their translation of the oracle cards yet 
engaging you in feedback and looking for patterns?

Your Questions are:
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ETHICS & PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

This is an easy one as you’ve learned this in Personal Mastery. Its important
to get someone’s permission to act as translator of the oracle, reading the
person’s story in motion.

Keep your boundaries in check by asking the Question – “Are my motives
clean?” “ Am I sharing or telling?”

If someone is acting as oracle for your story and you are uncomfortable
or you feel off its ok to say you want to stop. The other person may have
triggered an old story and its important you work it through on your own
in your journal. This keeps the dynamic out of the “therapy” realm. You say
“that’s interesting” I’m feeling off.. going to go work it out.

This is about SHARING, and both parties MUST stay out of the telling/
rescuing/ people pleasing/ let me fix it/ etc. position.

Always acknowledge you may be seeing through the filter of your life
experience and personality. Doing that opens the door for you to learn
how you translate and why you see things as you do while allowing a more
organic approach and the release of expectations of “getting it right”.

Once permission is granted for feedback or to do an oracle reading both
parties are responsible for their experience.

Ethics &  
Personal Responsibility
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Being the one that tracks the story in motion for another also holds you to
an ethical responsibility to be mindful of how you deliver the information.
Compassion, humility, and being the Observer is important. 

Giving your opinion is not as meaningful as being the translator, and
engaging the person to help you both decipher the message. Your opinion
will be coming from the small self usually anyway. Just know which part of
you is being engaged. It’s a nuanced skill that takes a while to get the hang of
so give it time, after all you have lots of it.

“ How does it feel to be a clear translator sharing wisdom with 
another person?”

“ How does it feel to set a healthy boundary?”

“ How does it feel when someone transgresses my boundary?”

“ How does it feel when have transgressed someone else’s 
boundary?

These questions are meant only to be a way for you to know how 
something feels not to use them as reasons to judge yourself  
or others.

Your Questions are:
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LEAVING THE PERSONAL SELF

The personal self, or small self (ego) is who you have become up to date. This
self is important because it’s the source of memory, and gives structure to
your perceptions. You can look at it as your personal Rolodex of information
that opens certain channels of information.

You have to start somewhere and this is going to be the source of the story
telling but is not where we stay lest we get stuck in the never-ending  
story itself.

In order to get into alignment with the Essence of your story in motion, your
dreams and desires and deliberate co-creations are not found through the
personal self as that self can only know what it knows, and looks for form
before essence.

The Higher Self, the connector to The Conscious Universe is the self through
which we create. We get there through the Observer and through  
surrendering our attachments to Spirit. The invisible threads that make our 
reality do not rise up from the world of Form.
We call the world of form into being by tuning into Essence.

The Realm of Spirit is where all the action is.

Leaving the  
Personal Self
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How would I feel if my small self were the only one in charge?

How would I feel if my story was the only story possible for 
my life?

How would I feel if my story was revealed as but a teeny thread 
amongst multitudes of possibilities for my life?

How do I feel knowing Spirit is real, infinite potential is real and I 
am being led to what is true for me but still invisible?

What can I do to remain in alignment with this Truth (pull a card 
for this one)

Your Questions are:
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YOUR BODY IS AN INSTRUMENT

Your subconscious conditioning lives in your body, and shows up as emotional 
symptoms as you are either triggered to contract in an old story or
expand into a new one.

In a way your body can be seen as an antenna for the energy in your  
environment and how you relate to it, as well as a storage space for memory.

Pay attention this week to how your body responds to your environment to
the journal questions and make a note in your journal.

Your Body  
Is an Instrument
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Allow yourself ample time this week to ponder the subjects introduced here.

All the questions are meant for personal journaling.

We will discuss this week’s content in next week’s call.

Choose any deck (or 2) and pull two cards asking the question each day:

 “ What do I need to know in this 24 hour to expand my awareness today? ”

 “ What wisdom is Spirit/the Oracle sharing with me beyond what’s in  
   the book?”

The first card will anchor the theme for the day, the second card is the focus.

Remember this content will roll organically through the whole course. Con-
sider the metaphor that it’s like planting seeds now.

You’re not expected to be in full bloom in one week. ;)

IN SUMMARY
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